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Research 

relevance to 

experimental 

biology  

Abstract is very well presented, provides clear and detailed information on their research.  The 

research is very relevant to experimental biology and to the animal, plant and cell section.  

 

3 

The is relevant to animal, plant, or cell biology, but not specifically in the field of experimental 

biology. 

2 

The topic is loosely relevant to experimental biology, exploring more general themes of biology. 1 

The topic is not at all relevant to experimental biology and explores themes outside of animal, 

plant or cell biology. 

0 

Benefits to 

research  

The applicant provides specific details, such as topics, concepts, and issues regarding their 

research/work and its relevance to the conference/event/ lab visit/ research trip/ training course 

the applicant is attending/ undertaking.  

3 

The applicant provides general information regarding topics, concepts and issues regarding their 

research/ work and its relevance to the conference/event/ lab visit/ research trip/ training course 

the applicant is attending/ undertaking.  

2 

The applicant provides a description of the conference/event/ lab visit/ research trip/ training 

course the applicant is attending/ undertaking but explanation of the conference’s relevance to 

their research/work is vague. 

1 

Conference/event/ lab visit/ research trip/ training course is not relevant to applicant's research 

or work. 

0 

Professional 

Development  

The applicant is specific as to this conference/event/ lab visit/ research trip’ training courses’ 

relationship to future professional goals and current research interests. 

3 
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The applicant is vague about the conference/event / lab visit/ research trip’ training courses’ r 

relationship to future professional goals and current research interests. 

2 

Relevance of the conference/event/ lab visit/ research trip/training courses’ relationship to the 

applicant’s professional development is unclear or underdeveloped. 

1 

Conference/event is not relevant to applicant's professional development. 0 

Budget  Applicant describes a detailed and complete budget (travel, lodging, etc) 2 

Applicant gives some information on expected costs  1 

No detail on expected costs  0 

Presentation The applicant is presenting a talk or poster 1 

The Applicant is not presenting 0 

The Applicant is not presenting (application is not for conference) 2 

Geographical 

area  

Applicant is from Low income country  3 

Applicant is from low-middle income country  2 

Applicant is from upper-middle income country  1 

Applicant is not from low or middle income country  0 

Travel  Applicant is travelling outside continent  3 

Applicant is travelling within continent  2 

Applicant is travelling within home country  1 

Applicant is not travelling  0 

 


